The Nomad Arab Camel Breeding Tribes
of the Sudan
Among nomads a man generally marries as his first wife
his paternal cousin.    The match has often been settled by
the parents when the parties were young children.    For
his second wife, he may go further afield, but there is
always the knowledge that a " foreign " wife generally
costs  more to  marry,  and is not so satisfactory once
married.    Above all, there is the dread of the property
going out of the family*    When a man marries his second
wife, he generally propitiates his first choice by a present
(radwa).    If his double harness pull together, they live
in common, but as generally the wives disagree, a separate
establishment has to be maintained for each.    Hence the
expense which precludes most men from having more than
one wife.
La a double or triple establishment, the senior wife acts
as banker for money and food stores, but if she is not
reliable, this duty often falls on a faithful servant.
Man and wife do not eat together until they have
reached a ripe age, and then only on the invitation of the
husband to the wife. Sons do not eat with their fathers
except on special invitation, and never in the presence
of guests. Servants generally eat with their masters, but
the young ones with the master's sons.
When a child is born, the happy father makes a gift
of camels to the new-born babe. The gift is remembered
and claimed by the infant in later years. It is called
" hagg es surra."
Women, especially unmarried women, among the no-
mads have almost unlimited freedom. When a girl gets
married, she is not supposed to appear so much in public,
and never with her head uncovered. A rich man keeps
his wife secluded, but the poor Arab sends his woman to
fetch and carry.
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